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About This Game

Save the world from being covered in excrement!
If you love dealing with everyday inconveniences, ridiculous situations, and having no toilet paper, then this game is for you.

Tons of adventure and excitement in this 25 hour long quest. Explore the world, defeat enemies and solve puzzles!

We got a good amount of hate because (1. RPG Maker) and (2. Poop jokes). With that said:
Before you criticize, AT LEAST play the free 3 chapter demo!

Set out on a somewhat meaningless epic adventure! Four friends (well 2 are friends, 2 are randoms) with stereotypical elemental
powers find out what it means to have their toilet paper stolen. They set out for revenge on a mysterious villain

(OOOoooOOOooohhhh.....) who causes this immense inconvenience. Prepare yourself for a full day's worth of excitement
(disclaimer: please don't play for a whole day in one sitting)!

Turn based adventure/RPG
300+ maps

25 hours of gameplay (and that's if you know exactly what to do and where to go)
4 playable characters (already mentioned; see above)

21 weapons, and even more items including a few stat boosters
119 enemies (that you will inevitably hate)
All your typical adventure game locations

Elemental superpowers (with that slight twist of course)
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Full game is over 500MB (lots of graphics and music, all free for commercial use)

2.5 years in development. Started in September 2013 in RPG Maker VX Ace, and COMPLETELY REDONE in RPG Maker
MV. Finished in 2016.

CONTROLS:
Standard RPG Maker control setup

Action/Cancel: Z, X
Move: Arrow Keys

Run: Hold Shift
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Title: The Unclogging: An Unsanitary Saga
Genre: RPG
Developer:
DLHB Studios
Publisher:
DLHB Studios
Release Date: 25 Jul, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Core i3

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Integrated

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: Any

English
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Great game would buy twice. first game i purchased <3. To put it simply, if you were a fan of the first game Heroes Rise: The
Prodigy, then your going to fall in love with this game even more. Its obvious that the developer stepped up his game quite a bit,
making this my favorite one in the series for now. If you didn't like the previous game, then your going to hate this one just as
much.. I was only able to play for a few minutes and then my virus software closed out of the game and said that it had detected
a malicious virus and named this game. So I turned off my virus software and tried playing the game and it wouldn't load. So I
uninstalled it and reinstalled it and it still wouldn't play. Then I had issues with my steam password. After hours of getting my
password to reset, and in the meantime I had turned on my virus software again, I had enough. So I just uninstalled it again. I
also uninstalled the sequel since I wasn't able to play the original that has malicious software. Not worth it.. Of all the Monte
Cristo city building games, I think this one is the most fun to play. The different classes of residents interact in entertaining
ways and make the city-design process more interesting.. Bought the pack and did not recieve anything. Just like all past Rail
Slave Games, this is an experience more than a game. Although this has far more game play than RSG's other entries, the true
value of this one come after the credits when you have to think about the meaning, and what you just witnessed. Not for
everyone, but if your are curious about a "game as art," just like RSG's other games, you cannot go wrong here.. Woo, old
school archon fun.
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I tried to fly this and the chopper crashes within 5 seconds?? Im not sure how to stop this, so I cant play the game at all. I have
tried different manouvers flying low and turning but it explodes which tends to make it boring as it dosnt help you or tell you
how to hover or fly safetely except to remain below a certain height. I didnt even intend to buy this game some how it was in my
checkout when I purchased another game. If I can get the patience to try to work out how to fly it with out crashing andhaving
to restart every five seconds maybe I will be able to write something positive.. Um ótimo tower defense.. top GOod svedwish.
Not bad value for money, despite being a copy of the Riviera Castle class base model and sounds, the cab now has new features
and is more advanced. Would recommend if you don't have the original Castle pack.. It's a very fun olympic game if your into
sports i recommend it. The graphics aren't the best but it works. There is one problem though, of you press the windows button
it automatically exits out of the game.. A well done XCOM-like strategy game where you can take your squad on journey in
every corner of the galaxy looking for treasures and stuff to kill, a well done game concept at my advice, it is in a really early
state so i strongly suggest you to buy it only if you enjoy this kind of gameplay and want to support the devs.. Not Good
Resolution wont work with MAC computers.. This new entry from Giants Software (makers of FS '13) is a HUGE
improvement from the previous Farming Simulator. The graphics have improved and things look more realistic. For example,
harvesting grain looks like grain and where you position the trailer lets the product build up in that part of the trailer before
spreading out. Another example is that you can see the tire tracks on the ground, which is awesome. Another improvement is
physics. The last game you could easily flip things over, but in this there is more weight and you can even feel a fully loaded
trailer struggling to go up a hill. There are more vehicles, like a semi truck and forestry equipment, and more things to do, like
cutting down trees with a chainsaw. You do have two maps to play as well, so there's more possibilities. Of course this game is
fully moddable so there's even more trucks, tractors, and equipment to get for the game! I would recommend this game if you
like farming sims. Trust me, this is quite the improvement from '13.
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